
It’s not evil that is consuming Jack, but

insanity.  The audience is privy to his

deteriorating mental condition as Jack

exclaims: “Do our dance! Come on! 

Dance!”(Golding 167).   This kind of

manic display could only be described as

lunacy; at best Jack is unstable, at worst

he is completely losing his mind.

Jack and his tribe are destroying all order on the island, symbolically and literally.  After a

confrontation in the dark, “the shelter collapsed with smothering finality; and the

anonymous shapes fought their way out and through”(Golding 185).  Jack’s actions lead

to the literal destruction of the shelters, but symbolically this is a demolition of

civilization in favour of chaos.

In-Text Citations and Support Structure

Anatomy of the In-Text Citation and Support Structure

Support Structure
Leading Sentence/Point
A sentence that describes an argument or information.

Summation
A sentence that relates and/or explains how a quotation may be applied to the leading sentence
or point.

Types of In-Text Citations

Integrated
An integrated citation is where the information being used can grammatically complete a
sentence within the essay or report.  For example:

In-Text Citation
Signal Phrase/Introduction to Quote
A sentence which cues/sets-up an upcoming
quotation.
Quotation
A quotation is any direct use of another author’s
words or work, as indicated by the quotation
marks (“”) or separation (see Long Quotation).
Citation
A formatted indication of where the words or
work of the author can be found (author’s last
name, and page number where the quote was
taken from).
Punctuation
The period (.) always goes at the end of the
citation, rather than at the end of the 
quotation. Exclamation (!) and question (?)
marks are kept within the quotation, but the
period still goes at the end of the citation
(exemption for Long Quotation).



Ralph’s desperation at Jack and his actions becomes overwhelming.  Ralph rages: “They

stole it!”(Golding 187).  Ralph is reacting to the complete loss of civility by Jack and his

tribe; there are no longer any of the rules they made together, nor are there any of the

common rules of decency they learned at home.

Ralph, at the end, is finally able to experience emotions as a child and understand his

predicament as an adult.  His life spared, but his friends murdered, Ralph cries:

The tears began to flow and sobs shook him.  He gave himself up to them
now for the first time on the island; great shuddering spasms of grief that 
seemed to wrench his whole body . . . Ralph wept for the end of innocence, 
the darkness of man’s heart, and the fall through the air of the true, wise 
friend called Piggy.    (Golding 225)

After being hunted by his peers, and after realizing the certainty of his survival and rescue,

Ralph is physically overcome by his emotions, like a child.  Ralph also has a mature

epiphany about the nature of his loss; he is no longer a child, he recognizes the evil in

humanity, and he finally understands that Piggy, for all his faults, was a good friend.

Non-Integrated
A non-integrated citation uses a colon after the signal phrase in situations where the information
being used cannot grammatically complete a sentence within the essay or report.  For example:

Long Quotation
Long quotation format is used when more than four lines of prose –or more than three lines of
poetry– are necessary to quote within an essay or report; try to avoid using long quotations
whenever possible.  The long quotation is introduced using the non-integrated quote structure (:). 
The long quotation can be single or double spaced, but must be off-set by one inch from the left
and right margin.  Because the long quotation is off-set from the regular text, it does not require
quotation marks (“”).  In long quotations the period appears at the end of the quote, and the
citation appears three spaces after or right justified underneath if it can’t fit together on the same
line.  The summation resumes underneath –without indentation– and must appropriately use the
whole quote.  This might mean two sentences for summation, rather than one.  For example:
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